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Introduction 
 

This Teacher’s Guide is designed specifically to support teachers to use the Year 5 Supplementary 
Learners Resources book on Climate Change effectively in the classroom. It is meant to give teach-
ers ideas, not to tell them exactly how to teach. The exact methods and timing will vary according to 
their own circumstances.  

The chapters in this teachers guide is correspond to the chapters in the learner’s resources book. 

Each chapter in this Guide gives the following information; 

 A chapter and its’ Theme statement 

 A list of General learning Outcomes and the specific learning outcomes which form the basis of 

your lessons. These learning outcomes are drawn from the General learning outcomes of the 

book. 

 Teaching Method or approach used to teach the materials are also listed in this Teaching Guide.   

 The kind of process and skills that learners should acquire when involved in the activities are 

also provided in a template in this Guide. These include intellectual and thinking skills such as, 

reading information and comprehending or discussions as well as practical skills. 
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Teaching Method  
 

The teaching method used to implement the material is child – centered approach to learning. Teach-
ers don’t have to tell the learners exactly what to do but allow them to find things out for themselves 
through research work, investigations and discussions. This means that learners become active in 
their learning. Learners learn better by doing. Teachers are there to organize and facilitate the learn-
ing processes.  
The following are some teaching methods or approaches you can use to facilitate effective learning in 
your classrooms.  
Planning and good preparation are important for effective application of these methods. 
 

a. FIELDWORK AND EXCURIONS 
Field work is any work outside the classroom. Field work helps learners to link classroom 
learning to real – world experience outside the classroom. Here learners are instructed to ap-
ply the skills of observation, investigation, interviewing and so on for collecting information 
about the specific topic of study for themselves, thus achieving the outcomes of strands cov-
ered in a more practical and realistic way. 
 
b. GROUP WORK 
In this approach, learners take a more active role and talk naturally when they are allowed to 
work in small groups. In this way they can express their ideas rather than listening passively to 
the teacher. As this is often the case when working with the whole class. Group work encour-
ages learners to talk or do things for themselves as part of the learning process. 
 
c. DEBATE AND DICUSSION 
Group work involves learners in debate and discussions, which are active ways in engaging 
learners in the topic. Learners are able to research and collect information to use in debates 
about a particular topic or share ideas with others in the class rooms. They will learn a lot in 
this process. 
 
d. ROLE – PLAY  
Role play is a type of group work which learners are given a part to play, n either a discussion 
or a story. Acting out part of a story encourages learners to participate, interact and learn 
through talking. I this approach learner imagine themselves in the places of other people and 
try to think, act and talk to reflect whom they are acting. 
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e. RESEARCH INTERVIEWAND QUESTIONNAIRES 
There a number of ways to conduct research interviews with people to collect information 
about certain topics. 
For instance: 

 
 Organising informal chat 
 Using standard questionnaires to use with small groups, large groups and etc. 
 Preparing questions to ask particular person 
 Prepare questions are also useful for field work and they can be used alone or with any of 

the above techniques to collect information. 
 

f. GUEST SPEAKERS 
Asking people from outside the school with specialised knowledge and skills in particular top-
ics to speak to the learners is one way of varying the normal classroom teaching and learning 
approach. Through this process, learners will appreciate the importance of specialised 
knowledge that other people in the community have. 
 
g. VISITS 
Visits are an effective way of support the lessons that are learnt. In this case, learners are en-
couraged to visit areas that are relevant to the topic being studied. Learners can go with ques-
tionnaires as they did in field trips so that they know what to look for and what to find out. 
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Processes and Skills 

 

The development of positive attitudes and values towards the preservation and conservation of the 
environment, and adaptation and management of the effects of climate change is vital. Therefore, the 
table below presents a range of analytical approaches and method in teaching climate change to 
young learners. These includes, planning, making decision and finding information,  conducting, pro-
cessing data and Mapping, evaluating and communication and using strategies to solve problems 

Year Planning 

Making decision & 
finding Information 

Conducting/
Processing Data/
Mapping Evaluating Communication 

            

  The students: The students: The students: The students: The students: 

5 analyse prob- use appropri- make conclu- suggest specific Use different 

  lems, ate sions in terms of changes to im- communication 

  formulate ques- task, use scientific prove technique means to gather 

  tions/ hypothesis preliminary knowledge used to information relat- 

  for testing trials   design investiga- ing 

  and planning an for investigat-   tions to climate 

  experiment in ing proce-     change 

  which dures to       

  several improve       

  variables are procedural       

  controlled techniques       

6 analyse a prob- request equip- display data Recognize Analyse a prob- 

  lem, ment, select selectively and inconsistencies lem 

  formulate ques- equipment effectively, in and recommend 

  tion/hypothesis and instru- draw conclu- data, identify the solutions ; de- 

  for testing, use ment sions, explain main source of sign 

  scientific that enhance terms scientifi- error methods of 

  knowledge safety and cally   communicating 

  to identify accuracy of and relate to   the 

  main variables to measurement questions/   results to an 

  be considered to   hypotheses/   audience 

  

make prediction 

+   predictions   (learners/ 

  plan for accurate       teacher/school) 

  measurement         
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Year Planning Conducting Processing Data Evaluating Communication 

The students: The students: The students: The students: The students: 

5 analyse prob-

lems, 

formulate ques-

tions/ hypothesis 

for testing 

and planning an 

experiment in 

which 

several 

variables are 

controlled 

use appropri-

ate 

task, use 

preliminary 

trials 

for investigat-

ing proce-

dures to 

improve 

procedural 

techniques 

make conclu-

sions in terms of 

scientific 

knowledge 

suggest specific 

changes to im-

prove technique 

used to 

design investiga-

tions 

Use different 

communication 

means to gather 

information relat-

ing 

 to climate 

change 

6 analyse a prob-

lem, 

formulate ques-

tion/hypothesis 

 for testing, use 

scientific 

knowledge 

 to identify 

main variables to 

be considered to 

make prediction + 

plan for accurate 

measurement 

  

request equip-

ment, select 

equipment 

and instru-

ment 

 that enhance 

safety and 

 accuracy of 

measurement 

display data 

selectively and 

effectively, 

 draw conclu-

sions, explain 

terms scientifi-

cally 

and relate to 

questions/ 

hypotheses/ 

predictions 

Recognize 

inconsistencies 

in 

data, identify the 

main source of 

error 

Analyse a prob-

lem 

and recommend 

solutions ; de-

sign 

 methods of 

 communicating 

the 

 results to an 

audience 

(learners/ 

teacher/school) 
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General Resource Items 

 

This section contains a list of tools or resources for effective teaching and learning of the year five (5) 

climate change book. 

The learners can collect many of these items from the surrounding. Head teachers from schools can 

also buy some resources and stationaries from shops which sell the items enlisted. 

Chart papers of different sizes and colours   

A4 Papers Drawing pin 

Markers Weather vane (direction) 

Pencils Modelling clay 

Weather charts from DMO Stones 

News Papers, for example; Solomon star, Island 
sun, Sunday express 

Sand 

Internet   

Cello tape   

Pen   

Ruler   

Tool Kit   

First Aid   

Different pictures on coastal erosion/flash flood/   

Rope   

Stapler   

Staple pin   

World map   

Globe   

Copies of magazine – Solomon islands   

TV, Tape recorder, CD, DVD   

Coloured card   

Crayons   
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Teacher’s Year Five Guide 

General Learning Outcomes: Learners should: 
 Know what we mean by weather 
 Understand the difference between weather and climate change 
 Recognise the type of weather and climate we have in the Solomon Islands. 

 
Specific Learning Outcomes: Learners should be able to: 
 

 Define ‘ Weather, Climate and Climate Change’ 
 List examples of “Climate Change” 
 Differentiate between’ Climate Change’ and “Global Warming”. 

Theme statement: 

There are differences between weather conditions, climate and climate change and it is im-

portant to understand what those differences are. Weather is what we see and experience every 

day. Climate is how we describe the cycle of weather across the years. Climate change is the 

long term impact on weather patterns caused naturally or by man’s activities. The only influence 

man can have is by changing how we treat the environment and therefore slowing down climate 

change.  

Chapter 1: Weather, Climate and Climate change 
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Process & Skills Resources Teacher’s Support Notes Learners 

book 

  

  

Make observa-
tions and apply 
knowledge 

  

  

Pictures of differ-
ent weather situa-
tions 

Pencil, pen, exer-
cise book, rule 

Chart, marker 

 ACTIVITY 1.1 

 

1. Preparation: 

i. This activity should be done in groups 
of four to five 

ii. Teachers to ensure preparation for this 
activity to be carried out prior to the ac-
tual day of the lesson. 

iii. Divide learners into groups a day before 
carrying out the activity. 

  

2. Introduction: 

i. Ask learners about their prior 
knowledge on weather 

ii. Briefly explain and relate prior 
knowledge to what weather is. 

  

3. Activity Tips: 

i. Go outside the classroom and observe 
what the weather is like today. 

ii. Write down the observations for that 
day 

iii. Present or report the findings to the 
class. 

  

4. Conclusion: 

i. Teacher round up key ideas and sum 
up the lesson 

ii. Talk about the different weather condi-
tions which the students have experi-
enced and reinforce (what weather is) 
to the learners, based on Solomon Is-
lands context. 

 Page 

 8 
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Use of different 

communication 

means to gather 

information relat-
ing 

to climate change 

  

  

Radio, Newspa-
per (Solomon 
Star or Island 
Sun), TV, internet 
or mobile phone, 
charts, markers 

 ACTIVITY 1.2 

 

1. Preparation: 

i. This is another group activity: 

ii. Teachers to ensure preparation for this 
activity should be done before carrying 
out the actual task. 

  

2. Intro: 

i. Ask review questions about yesterday’s 
lesson 

ii. Relate today’s lesson with 
(yesterday’s). 

 

3. Activity Tips: 

i. Explain lesson for the day (this activity 
should be done each day for a week) 

ii. Tell the learners to listen to the radio 
each day for a week and keep a record 
of weather forecast. 

iii. Use the sample table on page 9 of the 
learners resource book and fill in your 
record of the weather. 

iv. The information should be written neatly 
on a chart 

v. Ensure that groups do a presentation 
on day five. 

 

4. Conclusion: 

i. Sum up the key ideas of the lesson: 

ii. Remind them about their next lesson 

  

 Page 
9 
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Making conclu-
sions in terms of 
scientific 
knowledge 

  

 

Learners re-
source book, 
Pen, papers 

ACTIVITY 1.3 

 

1. Preparation: 

i. This is another group activity: 

ii. Teachers to ensure preparation for this 
activity should be done before carrying 
out the actual task. 

  

2. Intro: 

i. Make review to link previous lesson 
with the current one 

ii. Introduce activity by defining the mean-
ing of climate. 

  

3. Activity Tips: 

i. Ask learners to discuss in their groups 
about countries in the Pacific which 
have similar climate to Solomon Islands 
(warm and wet) 

ii. Also ask them to briefly describe the 
climate in New Zealand and Australia 

  

4. Conclusion: 

i. Sum up the key ideas. 

ii. Tell the class the other Pacific Islands 
such as, Vanuatu, Fiji, PNG and others 
do have same climate as Solomon Is-
lands 

iii. Climate such as New Zealand and Aus-
tralia have climate that is slightly differ-
ent, since they have four weather sea-
sons (autumn, winter, summer and 
spring). 

Page 

10 
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Analyze a 
problem 
and make 
solutions 

  
Exercise books, 
learners book, 
pencil, biro, 
  
  

  
ACTIVITY 1.4 
  
1. Preparation: 
  
i. Do this activity in pairs 
ii. Teachers to ensure preparation for this activity 

is done before carrying out the actual task. 
 
2. Intro: 
 
i. Make sure to make links to the previous les-

son (review) 
ii. Relate the day’s activity 
 
3. Activity Tips: 
  
i. Ask learners: what things do you see and ex-

perience that are different now from the past 
in the weather pattern? 

ii. For example; heat during the day, cold breeze 
during night times etc. 

iii. What type of food do people in Solomon Is-
lands mostly eat during longer wet or rainy 
season? 

iv. How do people prepare gardens during this 
kind of wet season? 

v. What are some of the ways that you think 
might help them prepare for this type of sea-
son. 

  
4. Conclusion: 
  
i. Sum up the key ideas: 
ii. Explain to the learners that because of cli-

mate change you will experience abnormal 
weather patterns that have not been experi-
enced before. For example countries like Sol-
omon Islands have not experienced very cold 
nights as seem to be occurring now, heavy 
rain causing flash floods and so on. 

 
Page 

12 
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Activities and assessment answers 
 
Activities and assessment answers to each chapter should be inserted at the end of last page in the teacher’s guide.  
In this case, this should be page 11 and 12 of the teacher’s guide. 
 
Activity 1.1 
Answers to the questions in this activity will depend entirely upon the learners finding from observation of weather from 
the surroundings. 
  
Activity 1.2 
Answers to the questions in this activity will depend entirely upon the learners listening to weather information on the 
radio and newspaper. They will fill the weather chart template sample provided with weather information recorded from 
the media during the week. 
 
Activity 1.3 
1.Countries in the pacific region which have similar climate to Solomon Islands; 

a. Fiji 
b. Vanuatu 
c. Samoa 
d. New Caledonia 
e. Kiribati  
f. Papua New Guinea 
 

2. Australia and New Zealand have different climate from the other pacific Island countries. These two countries have 
seasons. They have summer, autumn, winter and spring. The other pacific islands countries have tropical climate 
which is warm and wet. 
 
Activity 1.4 

1. Most Solomon Islands community eat or live on rice as a staple diet during the longer rainy or wet season. 
On the other hand, Swamp taro also helps during the raining season.  This only applies for those communities 
who have swamp to plant swamp taro. 

 
2. It is very difficult for people to make garden during rainy or wet season.  
3. People should work or sell their produce and save money for this kind of season. People should also learn 
different ways to preserve food for this kind of season. For instance, training how to cook and prepare food like 
nambo in Temotu province. 

 
Answers to Revision Questions 

1. a. Condition of the air or the atmosphere of an area over a short period of time.  
2. b. Sunny, cloudy and rainy 
3. c. When the average long-term weather patterns of a region change.  
4. d. By both natural and human activities 
5. e. Greenhouse effect 

Chapter 1: Weather, Climate and Climate change 
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Teacher’s Year Five Guide 

General Learning Outcomes: Learners should: 

 Know the causes of climate change 

 Understand the greenhouse effect  

 Appreciate the changes in weather patterns 

 

Specific Learning Outcomes: Learners should be able to: 

 identify the causes of climate change;  

 Explain the greenhouse  effect  

 Describe the changes in weather patterns in the Solomon Islands 

Theme statement: 

Climate change is caused by both natural and human activities. It is natural for the globe to 

sometimes warm up and sometimes cool down and there is nothing we can do to avoid this. The 

effects are sometimes very serious and people need to consider and find ways to respond to 

them. In certain locations and under certain conditions peoples’ lives can be endangered. Hu-

mans also contribute to climate change. Our daily activities like factories, cars, using electricity 

all contribute in some way to this climate change.  

Chapter 2: Causes of Climate change 
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Process & Skills Resources Teacher’s Support Notes Learners 

book 

  

Recognise incon-
sistencies in 
weather patterns 
and identify the 
main source of 
causes 

  

Picture or 
poster of the 
ozone layer 

  

ACTIVITY 2.1 

  

1. Preparation: 

i. Teachers to ensure preparation for this activi-
ty should be done before carrying out the ac-
tual task. 

  

2. Intro: 

i. Explain to the learners that this activity re-
quires them to make some calculations. 

 

3. Activity Tips: 

i. Ensure that learners note the number of 
years between 2000 and 2005, 2010 and 
2015, so that they get the correct calculation. 

ii. Ask learners to make a list of what they ex-
pect to happen under the following sub-
topics; temperature rise, sea level, frequent 
rain, coastal village, warm sea surface and 
temperature and etc. 

iii. Each rep to do presentation. 

  

4. Conclusion: 

i. Sum up the key ideas of the lesson by telling 
the learners that, as result of climate change 
you will experience weather patterns that 
have not been experienced before. Teachers 
touch on the process of greenhouse gases 
trapping heat to warm the earth. 

  

  

Page 

 12 
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Analyse a prob-
lem and recom-
mend solutions; 
design method of 
communicating 
the result to the 
audience
(learners) 

  

Exercise 
books, re-
cording ma-
chine, pen-
cil, question-
naires 

  

ACTIVITY 2.2 

1. Preparation: 

i. Always make links to previously taught les-
son 

ii. Teachers to ensure preparation for this activ-
ity to be carried out prior to the actual day of 
the lesson. 

  

2. Intro: 

i. Remember to make links/reviews to the pre-
vious lesson 

ii. Remember to explain the activity 

  

3. Activity Tips: 

i. Ask the learners to go out to a nearby com-
munity and find older people to interview. 

ii. Ask them if they have experienced or ob-
served changes in weather patterns over the 
past 20 to 30 years and ask them to explain 
what they have seen 

iii. Ensure learners record answers to their in-
terview 

iv. Write a brief report on the interview. 

v. Present the report to teacher. 

  

4. Conclusion: 

i. Sum up the key ideas and tell the learners 
ways to minimize the causes of climate. 

  

  

  

  

  

Page 

 15 
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Using different 
communication 
means to gather 
and relate infor-
mation’s about 
climate change 

Materials to 
use depend 
entirely on 
the type of 
topic chosen 
for role play. 

ACTIVITY 2.3 

1. PREPARATION 

i. This is a role play activity and should be 
done in groups: 

ii. Teachers to ensure preparation for this activ-
ity to be carried out prior to the actual day of 
the lesson. 

  

2. Intro: 

i. Always make links to previously taught les-
son 

ii. Explain to the learners that this is a role play 
session on ways to reduce greenhouse 
emission to the atmosphere. 

  

3. Activity Tips: 

i. Ask learners to role play different ways to 
reduce greenhouse emission to the atmos-
phere. Examples might be planting of more 
trees, not clearing forests, walking instead of 
driving cars and trucks and using solar or 
wind energy instead of coal or diesel. 

ii. Role play presentation 

4. Conclusion: 

i. Sum up the key ideas by telling learners that 
there a better ways in slowing down the 
emission of greenhouse gases. Such as, 

ii. Using solar energy rather than town power 

iii. Planting of more trees 

iv. Not clearing forests 

v. Using wind or wave energy to generate elec-
tricity 

vi. Separating rubbish into groups (degradable 
and biodegradable). Put these into proper 
places rather than burning. 

Page 

 15 
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Activities and assessment answers 
 
Activity 2.1 

1. Sea level rise in Solomon Islands has been measured at 8mm per year. Fill in the table below to see how 

high the sea level will be after 2015. 

  

2. These are result of too much carbon dioxide and other gases which trap too much heat in the atmosphere and so it 

makes the Earth warmer causing the. 

a.  Temperature rise 

b.  Sea level rise 

c.  Frequent rain  

d.  Coastal erosion 

e. Warm sea surface temperature  

These are caused by human activities in the environment. 

 

Activity 2.2 

Learners answer to this activity will be vary according to whoever they interviewed 

  

Activity 2.3 

Learners answers to this activity will be vary according to which action they chose to role play as a response to climate  

change 

 

Answer to Revision Questions 

1.  a. These are some of the human activities that contribute to cause climate change: smoke and gases from 

factories, transports – cars and trucks, slash and burning grass for farming, Energy (burning of fossil fuel - diesel, 

coal & fuel)  

1. b. Here is an example of natural activities that causes climate change. Volcanic eruptions throw out large 

amounts of sulphur dioxide (SO2), water vapors, dust, and ash into the atmosphere. The amount of energy 

coming off the sun is not consistent but keeps changing. 

2. i & ii. Using of cars, trucks and burning of fossil fuel and energy release more carbon dioxide into the atmosphere 

      iii & iv. Trees take in carbon dioxide therefore cutting down of more trees (clearing of land for farming and logging) 

means more carbon dioxide present in the atmosphere. 

Chapter 2: Causes of Climate change 

1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2005 2010 2015 

8mm  16mm  24mm  32mm  40mm  48mm  56mm  64mm 
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Teacher’s Year Five Guide 

General Learning Outcomes: Learners should: 

 Know about the impact of climate change on human life and nature 

 Understand that some localities in Solomon Islands are badly affected by climate change 

 Recognise the effects of extreme weather patterns on people, properties and the environ-
ment 

 

Specific Learning Outcomes: Learners should be able to: 

 Identify some of the impacts of climate change on human life and nature 

 List some localities in Solomon Islands that are badly affected by climate change 

 Identify the effects of extreme weather patterns on people, properties and their environ-
ment 

Theme statement: 

Raising and promoting awareness of climate change can provide effective long-term changes in 

habits, particularly in and among young learners. Using information and acquired life skills can 

develop a sense of responsibility and a positive attitude in actively working to protect the envi-

ronment.  

Chapter 3: Impacts of Climate change 
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Process & 

Skills 

Resources Teacher’s Support Notes Learners book 

  

Observing 
and classify-
ing 

  

Learners re-
sources book, 

Chart papers, 

A4 papers, pencil, 
marker, cellotape. 

  

  

ACTIVITY 3.1 

 

1. Preparation 

i. Teachers to ensure preparation for this 
activity to be carried out prior to the ac-
tual day of the lesson. 

  

2. Intro: 

i. Remember to make links to the previ-
ous lesson. 

  

3. Activity Tips: 

i. This activity can be done in groups. 

ii. Ask the learners to closely observe pic-
ture 1 and 2 on page 23 of their learn-
er’s resource book. Identify and list dif-
ferences they find from their observa-
tions. 

iii. What are some of the impacts that real-
ly affect people? 

iv. Group presentation 

  

4. Conclusion: 

i. Sum up the key ideas 

  

Page 

23 
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Identification 
of main varia-
bles to be 
considered to 
predict, plan 
and carry an 
accurate so-
lution to cli-
mate change 
impacts 

  

  

Learners re-
sources book, 
pencil, biro 

  

ACTIVITY 3.2 

. 

1. PREPARATION 

i. This activity should be done in pairs 

 

2. Intro: 

i. Review the previous lesson and make 
links to the current activity 

  

3. Activity Tips: 

i. In pairs, discuss and list five (5) prob-
lems that are faced by human as a re-
sult of climate change 

ii. Ask the learners to describe what the 
earth will be like in 50 years’ time 

  

4. Conclusion: 

i. Pair presentation 

ii. Sum up the key ideas of the concept 
taught. 

  

Page 

25 
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Analyse 
problem and 
recommend 
solutions 

  

Learner’s resource 
book, 

Pencil, marker, 
charts 

 

ACTIVITY 3.3 

  

1. Preparation: 

i. This activity should be done in pairs 

 

2. Intro: 

i. Review the previous lesson and make 
links to the current activity 

  

3. Activity tips: 

  

i. Ask pairs to discuss and list islands 
which are badly affected by coastline 
erosion. 

ii. What do you think people on these is-
lands should do in response to these 
threats? 

iii. Pairs to present their answers to the 
class. 

  

4. Conclusion: 

i. Sum up the  key ideas 

  

Page 

 29 
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Use different 
communica-
tion means to 
gather infor-
mation relat-
ing to climate 
change. 

  

 Learners resource 
book, 

Marker, pencil, 

  

ACTIVITY 3.4 

 

1. Preparation: 

i. This activity should be done in pairs 

  

2. Intro: 

i. Ask the learners to go to a nearby 
community to interview any older per-
son. 

  

3. Activity Tips: 

i. Ask them to tell you how many cy-
clones and flash floods they have ex-
perienced in their lifetime (name of the 
cyclone and the year it occurred) 

ii. Fill in the table with your answers. 

iii. How have people managed to survive 
during those events 

iv. Who gave them assistance? 

  

4. Conclusion: 

i. Round up key ideas and concepts 

  

  

Page 

30 
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Making ob-
servation 
and drawing 

conclusion 

. 

  

Learners book, 
exercise books, 
pencil, biro, mak-

er, charts 

  
 ACTIVITY 3.5 
 
1.  Preparation: 
i. This is a group activity. 
  
2. Intro: 
i. Divide the learners into small groups. 
ii. Review the previous lesson to make links with 

the current activity or lesson 
  
3. Activity Tips: 
i. Ask the learners to go to a nearby sea coast and 

closely observe the coastline and determine if or 
how it is being eroded 

ii. Go to river bank if your school is located near a 
river. 

iii. List five ways to prevent erosion. 
  

Conclusion: 
i. Round up the key areas 
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  Extreme weather events 
  
1.Heavy rain and flooding 
  
i. Explain to students that as a result of climate 

change we are likely to have more heavy rainfall 
events leading to more and bigger flooding. Give 
example of the 3rd April 2014 flash flood. Go 
through the information on page 28 and including 
signs and responses in chapter 4. 

ii. Ask the student to do activity 3.3 on page 29 
  
2. Tropical Cyclone 
  
i. Ask the student to talk about some of their expe-

riences. What has happened? How did they cope 
with the event? 

ii. Go through the information on page 29 with the 
students. It is important to go through the re-
sponses in chapter 4. 

iii. Teachers should explain that the Solomon Is-
lands is in the tropical cyclone zone. Explain that 
the country has experienced loss of life and prop-
erty in the past. Over the years it has cost the 
government millions of dollars to re-habilitate its 
people.  
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Chapter 3: Impacts of Climate change 

Activities and assessment answers 

Activity 3.1 

Learners’ answers to this activity will depend entirely on their close observation of two diagram provided on  

page 23, picture 1 & 2.  

 

Activity 3.2 

1. Learners answer may vary according to which one they choose from figure 3.4 

i. Sea level rise 

ii. Ocean heat content rise 

iii. Humidity rise 

iv. Temperature over land rise 

v. Sea surface temperature rise 

  

2. Learners answer to this question may be vary according to how they view climate change in 50 years’ time 

  

Activity 3.3 

1. The following are Islands in the country which are affected by coastline erosion: 

Ta’aruto’ona, west Are’are, Russel Islands, Ontong Java atolls, Kwai, Ngongosila and Fanalei Islands in  

Malaita and the Reef Islands in Temotu. 

2. a. People in the communities who are affected should build proper sea wall to protect the village,  

b. People in these communities should now relocate from these sea coast villages further in land. 

 

 

Activity 3.4 

Learners’ answers to this activity will vary according to who they interviewed. 

 

Activity 3.5 

Answer will vary according to their observation. 

Actions which might help prevent coastal erosion. (Do not cut down trees, replant trees, build wall stone) 

 

Answers to Revision activities 

1. a. Sea level rise as a result of coastal erosion 

b. Stronger tropical cyclones 

c. Increase in the number of storms recorded 

d. More hot days 

 2. Extreme weather events are referred to as when there is weather that is not normal to the weather pattern 
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Teacher’s Year Five Guide 

General Learning Outcome 

Learner should: 

 Know ways to help people before, during and after extreme natural events 

 Know items to prepare for use before and during natural disasters 

 Recognise ways to respond positively to climate change impacts 

 

Specific Learning Outcome 

Learner should be able to: 

 Identify ways to help people before, during and after extreme natural events 

 List items to prepare for use before and during natural disasters 

 Discuss ways to respond positively to climate change impacts 

Theme statement: 

Learning useful life skills will save lives. Understanding and responding positively to natural forc-

es is an essential skill to learn and to apply in real life situations. 

Chapter 4: Preparation and Responses to Climate change 

     and Disaster 
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Process & Skills Resources Teacher’s Support Notes Learners 

book 

  
 Analyse problems 
and recommend solu-
tions; design methods 
of communicating the 
responses to the audi-
ence (learners/
teachers/communities) 

  
 Pictures /
posters 
of different 
weather situa-
tions 
Pencil, pen, ex-
ercise book, rul-
er, chart, mark-
er 

  
ACTIVITY 4.1 
  
Preparations for natural disaster 
  
1.Preparation: 
i. This activity should be done in 

groups of four to five 
ii. Teachers to ensure preparation for 

this activity to be carried out prior to 
the actual day of the lesson. 

iii. Divide learners into groups a day be-
fore carrying out the activity. 

 
2. Introduction: 
i. Ask learners about their prior 

knowledge and experience about 
flash floods or cyclones 

ii. Briefly explain and relate experiences 
to the current lesson 

 
2.   Activity Tips: 
i. Discuss and brainstorm how people 

in Solomon Islands would prepare for 
natural disasters (cyclone, flood, tsu-
nami and many more) 

ii. Nominate someone to write points 
down on charts 

iii. Make a list of items that people might 
need before, during and after these 
events. 

iv. Have the learners present their find-
ings after completing the activity 

   
3. Conclusion: 
i. Teacher round up key ideas and sum 

up the lesson 
ii. Talk about the different weather con-

ditions which the students have ex-
perienced and reinforce learners’ 
outcomes based on Solomon Islands 
context. 
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 Use of different 
communication 
means to gather 
information relating 
 to climate change 

  

  

  

  
ACTIVITY 4.2 
 
Responses to natural disaster 
 
1.  Preparation: 
 
i. Teachers to ensure preparation for 

this activity to be carried out prior to 
the actual day of the lesson. 

ii. Divide learners into groups a day be-
fore carrying out the activity. 

 
2. Intro: 
 
i. This is a role play activity. 
ii. Relate today’s lesson with 

(yesterday’s). 
  
3. Activity Tips: 
 
i. This activity should be done in 

groups of four to five 
ii. Teachers to ensure preparation for 

this activity to be carried out prior to 
the actual day of the lesson. 

iii. Divide learners into groups a day be-
fore carrying out the activity. 

  
4. Conclusion: 
 
i. Sum up the key ideas of the lesson 

by explaining to the learners that 
they should not panic and should on-
ly do these following: 

 Have a temporary shelter from rain 
 Keep out from cold 
 Have enough food 
 Move to higher ground 
 Stay until the flood is over 
 Do not be tempted to swim across 

running rivers 
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 Store lots of clean drinking water in con-

tainers and bottles 
 Pack a safety kit box (matches, lighter, 

candles, torch, and battery.) 
 First aid kit or medical kit box (plaster, 

tablet, bandage, etc.) 
plastics) 

 Listen to radio (SIBC), check all media 
sources (TV and newspapers etc) for 
update information 

 Clothes to keep you warm (clothing, 

blankets, etc.) 

 

  

 Video clips   Use the clip to summarise the whole 

program  
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Chapter 4: Preparation and Response to Climate Change and Disaster 
Activity 4.1 

1. Learners may have their own answers to this question. Here are the list of ways to prepare for disaster like cyclone floods or 

tsunami; 

 Responses or preparation for a flood 

  Have a temporary shelter from rain 

  Have clothing or coverings to protect you from the cold 

 Have a store of food 

 Move to higher ground 

 Stay on high ground until the water level has gone down 

 Do NOT panic 

 Do not be tempted to swim across running rivers 

 Store lots of clean drinking water in containers and bottles 

 Pack a safety kit box (matches, lighter, candles, torch, and battery.) 

  Have ready a First Aid kit or medical kit (plasters, pain relief tablets, bandages, etc.) 

 Prepare a temporary shelter (tent or plastics) 

  Listen to radio (SIBC), check all media for update information 

 Stay together  

 

 Responses or Preparation for a cyclone 

1. Before a cyclone  

 Store lots of clean drinking water in containers and bottles 

 Store enough food for several days 

  Pack a safety kit box (matches, lighter, candles, torch, and battery.) 

 First Aid kit or medical kit box (plasters, pain relief tablets, bandages, etc.) 

 Prepare a temporary shelter (tent or plastics) 

 Listen to radio (SIBC), check all available media for update information 

 Clothes to keep you warm (clothing, blankets, etc.) 

 Stay together 

 Do not  panic 

2. During a cyclone 

 · Move to safe and higher ground 

 · Seek protection from flying objects like copper or falling trees and broken branches. 

 · If your house is solid, lie on the floor under a table or under a sturdy object. 

 Avoid staying in flooded areas and keep away from the shoreline and  high seas   

Activity 4.2 

Leaners answers to this activity may depend very much on which topic on response to natural disaster they want to role play. 

 

Answers to Revision activities 

1 c. How people adjust and adopt to the environmental changes that are happening around them 

2 True & False (i. True ii. False iii. True iv. False) 
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Posters that can be use along with lessons 

CLIMATE CHANGE DIVISION 

MINISTRY OF ENVIRONMENT CLIMATE CHANGE  DISASTER MANAGEMENT 

AND METEOROLOGY 

PO BOX G21 

HONIARA 

PHONE: 23031/24074/27936 FAX: 28054/24293/27060 

CLIMATE CHANGE 
Sea level rise compounded with storm surge can cause coastal erosion 

Some actions we 

can take: 

 
 Do not remove coastal 

vegetation's. 

 No sand and gravel min-

ing. 

 Mangroves are natural 

buffers so plant and re-

plant more mangrove 

trees. 

 Build sea walls where 

necessary. 
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Climate Change can cause Coastal Erosion 

What is Coastal Erosion? 
Coastal erosion is the wearing away of land and removal of beach due to currents, wave and tidal ac-
tions, wind and sea level rise combined with storm surges. 
 
What can happen? 
Coastal land and vegetation can be eroded. Even coastal infrastructures can be damaged. 
This  can be observed in the coastal areas around the Solomon Islands as shown in these pictures. 
 
How can we adapt? 
 Do not cut trees and shrubs along the coast since they hold the soil together. 
 Replant vines, shrubs and trees on coastal areas. 
 Plant and replant more mangroves. 
 Move your house inland or to higher ground. 
 Build a sea wall where necessary. 

CLIMATE CHANGE DIVISION 

MINISTRY OF ENVIRONMENT CLIMATE CHANGE  DISASTER MANAGEMENT AND METEOROLOGY 

PO BOX G21 

HONIARA, SOLOMON ISLANDS. 

PHONE: 23031/24074/27936  FAX: 28054/24293/27060 
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CLIMATE CHANGE DIVISION 

MINISTRY OF ENVIRONMENT CLIMATE CHANGE  DISASTER MANAGEMENT AND METEOROLOGY 

PO BOX G21 HONIARA, SOLOMON ISLANDS. PHONE: 23031/24074/27936 FAX: 28054/24293/27060 

Climate Change can cause Salt Water Intrusion 

What is salt water intrusion? 
It is when slat water intrudes into the fresh water aquifers of coastal or low lying communities due to 
sea level rise, king tides or holes in the ground where sea water can pass through. This is evident in 
our low lying islands such as Sikaiana and Ontong Java atolls. 
 
Its Effects: 
 Salt water is unsafe to drink due to the saltiness. 
 Some root crops will die or cannot be grown due to salt water in the soil. 
 In extreme cases houses are inundated. 
 
Adaptive measures: 
 Build houses and plant gardens on high grounds. 
 Plant vegetables on raised beds or old dug out canoes. 
 Use tanks to store fresh water. 
 Plant other crops that are salt resistance. 

Example of Adaptive measures we can take 
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Climate Change can cause King Tides 

What is king tide? 

King tides are extreme high tides which happen often during a year especially during Monsoon 
periods. Currently due to the impacts of climate change especially the rising sea level, king tides 
have increased drastically. 
 
What can happen: 

 Houses can be inundated. 
 Fresh water and gardens can be affected by salt water intrusion. 
 King tides can generate big waves which can also erode our shorelines and wash debris ashore. 
 
How can we adapt? 

 Houses should be elevated or constructed on higher grounds. 
 Tanks should be used to store water. 
 Gardens should be planted on higher grounds. 
 Listen to the radio for weather report and advise. 

CLIMATE CHANGE DIVISION 

MINISTRY OF ENVIRONMENT CLIMATE CHANGE  DISASTER MANAGEMENT AND METEOROLOGY 

PO BOX G21 HONIARA, SOLOMON ISLANDS. PHONE: 23031/24074/27936 FAX: 28054/24293/27060 
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CLIMATE CHANGE DIVISION 

MINISTRY OF ENVIRONMENT CLIMATE CHANGE  DISASTER MANAGEMENT AND METEOROLOGY 

PO BOX G21 HONIARA, SOLOMON ISLANDS. PHONE: 23031/24074/27936 FAX: 28054/24293/27060 

Climate Change can cause Flooding 

What is flooding? 

A Flood is an overflow of water that submerges land. Changes in the rainfall patterns as a result of climate 
change will likely to increase the problems 
associated with flooding. 
 
Problems associated with flooding: 

 Flooding can destroy gardens and kill live stocks. 
 It can destroy infrastructures e.g. bridges and roads. 
 It can inundate villages close to any river banks. 
 Flooding can transport debris and sediments down stream thus destroying anything along its paths. 
 It can result in loss of lives. 
 
What to do? 

 Do not cut trees along the river banks. 
 Gardens and houses must be planted and built on higher grounds. 
 Listen to the radio for weather reports and advice. 
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PROTECT IT 
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